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TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the
Amendments to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith. House
Bill No. 5737, entitled, "An Act Prohibiting the Arbitrary Denial
of Residential Mortgate Loans on the Basis of the Location of the
Property to be Mortgaged and to Encourage the Establishment of
Review Boards.

the arbitrary denialH.5737 is Intended to prohibit
mortgage loans for residential propc
that will be occupied by the owner s
of the property a practice common

rtv of four or fewer units
olely on the basis of the locatio
ily known as "redlining". H.5737

also encourages, but does not require, the establishment of voluntary
n as mortgage review boardispute resolution mechanisms, to b

that would review denials of such 1 an:

over previous years' versions of
rted by vour Committee on Banks

, a number ot critical areas.

While H.5737 Is an Improvement
such legislation that have been rop<

and Banking, it still falls short li
These Include the restriction on co rage to owner-occupied bulldir

to clearly andof four or fewer units: the failure
establish the right of each eligibl

mortgage application; the failure t

bring suit in the public interest o
who cannot afford their own lawyer;

applicant to submit a written
authorize any public official to

behalf of aggrieved applicants
the ambiguous language aboutbout

)c Commontocaltt of iHassadjutfette

diversification of banks' investment portfolios that could be read to

justify a policy of not lending in a given geographic area; a provlsic
penalizing frivolous law suits against banks that is so loosely

written that it will effectively discourage many ordinary citizens

from asserting their rights under this legislation: and a virtually
complete prohibition on the commissioner's power to interpret and
implement this law through the regulatory process. Read as a whole
this bill docs not meet the standard of a vigorous, effective tool
against anti-urban credit bias that I would expect a legislature th

is concerned about the future of our central cities to pass.

While I cannot sign this legislation, I am ready to reach an in

reasonable compromise on this issue, and I hope the General Court sv
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this readiness. The terms for such a compromise have been available
to all parties for months, in the form of the draft bill submitted
to your committee at its public hearing by representatives of the
savings banks association. Although I am still not comfortable
with all provisions of that bill, and especially with its retention
of the limited coverage of only owner-occupied 1-4 unit buildings
that is included in H.5737, I believe that the savings banks' draft
does represent a good-faith effort to bridge the concerns of those
who advocate the strongest legislation and those who would rather not
have any bill at all.

The amendments I propose today are taken directly from the savings
banks' draft. They are aimed at most, but not all, of the malor concerns
that are listed in the next preceding paragraph. Specifically, these
amendments do the following:

remove ambiguous language limiting an applicant's right to
file a written mortgage application;
specify that diversification of assets cannot be used as a
ground to refuse to lend in a given neighborhood;
allow the commissioner to file suit to enforce the anti-redlining
law;

- tighten up the language on frivolous suits by substituting a
provision of existing law;

I regulatory power over the
the disclosure of banks'
wer to in any way allocate
my particular loan.

and give the commissioner limitei
mortgage application process and
lending standards, but not the d*

credit or mandate the making of .

ipe that we can work together
promises an end to the

I submit these amendments in the h<
to develop a bill that delivers what it
practice of discriminating against urban neighborhoods, of denying loans
without regard to the condition of the property or the creditworthiness
of the applicant. I will sign any bill that effectively guarantees
the rights of city dwellers and prospective citv dwellers: I will not
sign legislation that promises more than it really delivers, and I
believe that the defects I have enumerated in H.5737 effectively place
it in that category.

I therefore recommend that H.5737 be amended as follows:-

In SECTION 2, strike the last sentence of the first paragraph of
Section 63 and insert the following s
or agent thereof, nor any real estate
applicants may be referred, shall mak
advertising or otherwise to applicant
would discourage on a prohibited basi
or pursuing a written application.

mtence:- No lender or any employe
broker from whom prospective

any written or oral statement in
or prospective applicants that
a reasonable person from making

Add the following words at the end of clause (d) of the fourth
paragraph of said section:- among types of investment but not merely
diversification among geographic areas in home mortgages;

Insert the following sentence at the end of the sixth paragraph:
The commissioner may also enforce the provisions of this section by
filing a civil action.

Strike out the seventh paragraph and insert in place thereof the
following:- The provisions of sections 6E through 6G of Chapter 231
shall apply to actions brought under this section.
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Strike out SECTION 4 and insert in place thereof the following;-
SECTION 4. The Commissioner of Banks may promulgate rules and regulations
pursuant to this section. Such rules or regulations shall be limited
to matters concerning the mortgage review boards referred to in Section
1 and the residential mortgage application proccs and requiring public
disclosure of standar
applicants and proper
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